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We introduce a solvable model of driven fermions that elucidates the role of the localization
transition in driven disordered magnets, as used in the context of dynamic nuclear polarization.
Instead of spins, we study a set of non-interacting fermions that are coupled locally to nuclear spins
and tend to hyperpolarize them. The induced hyperpolarization is a fingerprint of the driven steady
state of the fermions, which undergo an Anderson Localization (AL) transition upon increasing
the disorder. Our central result is that the maximal hyperpolarization level is always found close
to the localization transition. In the limit of small nuclear moments the maximum is pinned to
the transition, and the hyperpolarization is strongly enhanced by multi-fractal correlations in the
critical state of the nearly localized driven system, its magnitude reflecting multi-fractal scaling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical mechanics is grounded on the assumption
that simple macroscopic laws emerge whenever time evo-
lution is so complex that specific details become irrele-
vant. Although this picture is generically confirmed in
the evolution of closed quantum systems, recent work1
has predicted that strong disorder can prevent thermal
equilibrium when a quantum system evolves under its
own dynamics. Under certain circumstances (low dimen-
sion lattice models, short-range interactions), this phe-
nomenon occurs as a sharp transition which goes under
the name of many-body localization (MBL). In higher di-
mensions or in systems with power-law interactions, the
MBL transition is believed to become a sharp crossover.
Experimental measurements of MBL have been reported
in highly controlled experimental settings, such as ultra-
cold atomic fermions,2,3 and chains of trapped ions.4
Most theoretical studies have so far focused on isolated
one-dimensional lattice systems which display the main
features of the MBL phase.5–12
However, a small coupling to the environment is
present in any physical system, even in cold atoms and
trapped ions, while standard solid state systems always
feel the presence of the bath of phonons on sufficiently
long time scales. For this reason, recent studies have
started to address the fate of the MBL transition in the
presence of weak dissipation.13,14,16 On sufficiently long
time-scales, the presence of a non-localized environment
always restores ergodicity in an otherwise localized phase.
Nevertheless, when a weakly dissipative system is driven
out-of-equilibrium, it can reach a stationary state whose
characteristics will strongly depend on whether its intrin-
sic dynamics is ergodic or non-ergodic – even though, no
genuine transition survives in the space of steady states,
but only a strong crossover15,19. Up to date, mainly two
experimental settings of driven dissipative systems have
been studied in this context: interacting gases of Ryd-
berg atoms17 and dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP)
protocols.18–20 Here we focus on the latter, for which it
has been shown that the MBL crossover of the closed
system manifests itself in key features of the driven-
dissipative steady state.
DNP is a very promising technique to cool nuclear
spins and thereby improve the signal-to-noise ratio in
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements. The
procedure is as follows: a glassy (amorphous) sample
of the nuclear compound is doped with radicals, i.e.,
molecules with unpaired electron spins. The sample is
then cooled down to temperatures of the order of 1 K
and subjected to a strong magnetic field B, which in
many standard experiments is fixed to B = 3.35 T. Under
these conditions, electron spins have a high polarization
level, whereas nuclear spins remain almost unpolarized
and thus yield a very small NMR signal. The sample
is then driven out of equilibrium by a microwave field.
By tuning the frequency of the microwaves close to the
Zeeman gap of the electron spins, one observes a huge
transfer of polarization from the electron spin system to
the nuclear one, which results in a strongly enhanced
NMR contrast. In order to optimize the resulting cool-
ing, it is thus paramount to understand the underlying
polarization transfer mechanism.
In a recent work,19 we showed that the efficiency of the
procedure (i.e., the final nuclear polarization) depends
on the interplay between the disorder arising from the
g-factor anisotropy of the electron spins, and their dipo-
lar interactions, whose magnitude is tuned in practice
with the radical concentration. For strong interactions,
the electron spins are ergodic, and their stationary state
can be described by an effective spin temperature.21,22
In contrast, when disorder is dominant and the closed
system is localized, the stationary nuclear polarization
was found to rapidly drop. As a consequence, the opti-
mal value is attained close to the MBL crossover of the
isolated system.
These results were obtained by exactly diagonalizing
an interacting electron system, which, however, was lim-
ited to small system sizes with at most 13 spins. More-
over, that study could not furnish a thorough under-
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2standing of the crossover from the ergodic into the local-
ized regime, and the associated maximum in the cooling
effect. In order to go beyond these limitations, here we
present the study of a free-fermion analogue of the elec-
tron spin problem, which allows us to much larger sizes
(' 104). Because of integrability, the free fermions do
not have a genuine ergodic phase. Nevertheless, disorder
tunes a single-particle Anderson localization (AL) transi-
tion, which we find to result in the same key parameters
of the driven steady state as in the many-body spin sys-
tem. In particular, the maximal nuclear polarization is
reached when the electrons are close to the localization
transition. Our toy model has the crucial advantage that
the properties of this crossover are much better accessi-
ble to analytical insight. Indeed, the stationary nuclear
polarization can be put in direct relation to basic quanti-
ties which describe the critical behavior of the Anderson
transition, such as the inverse participation ratio and the
(multi-fractal) eigenfunction correlations.
In Sec. II we present the DNP protocol and some re-
view of the theoretical treatments studied so far. In
Sec. III, we present an approximation reasonable for weak
interactions that allows exact computations of the nu-
clear polarization. In Sec. IV we compute the nuclear po-
larization and present it in function of the strength of the
electron dipolar interactions. Finally, in Sec. V we dis-
cuss its behavior and link it to the localization/ergodicity
properties of the electron spin system.
II. MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION OF DNP
The DNP protocol operates with two spin species: nu-
clear and electronic. Intra-species interactions are given
by dipolar couplings, while nuclear and electron spins are
coupled with each other through hyperfine interactions.
The Hamiltonian of the isolated spin system can thus be
written as the sum of three terms:
HˆS = Hˆe + Hˆn + Hˆe–n , (1)
where the first and second terms stand, respectively, for
the electronic and nuclear subsystems and the last term
describes the hyperfine interactions. Let us describe how
we treat each term in more detail:
Hˆe =
Ne∑
j=1
ωjSˆ
z
j + Hˆ
(dip)
e (2a)
Hˆn = −ωn
Nn∑
p=1
Iˆzp + Hˆ
(dip)
n , (2b)
Hˆe–n =
Ne∑
j=1
AjSˆ
z
j Iˆ
x
j , (2c)
where Sˆ`j and Iˆ
`
p are respectively the `-component corre-
sponding to the Ne electronic and Nn nuclear spins (with
Nn  Ne). The Larmor frequencies ωj and ωn are pro-
portional to the external magnetic field. Electron spins
display inhomogeneities in the Larmor frequencies, i.e.
ωj = ωe+ δωj , due to the local g-factor anisotropy, while
such anisotropies are negligible for the nuclear spins. The
coefficients Aj indicate the strength of hyperfine interac-
tions: here, we assume that, among the Nn nuclear spins,
only Ne  Nn are “core” nuclear spins, i.e. they have
a significant interaction with the electron spins. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume that each core nucleus is
attached to one and only one electron spin. We also as-
sume that there are no electron spins without a “core”
nucleus. We use Iˆ`j , j = 1, . . . , Ne, to label those spins
and Iˆ`p, p = 1, . . . , Nn, to label the full set of spins. The
precise form of the dipolar Hamiltonians Hˆ
(dip)
e/n is given
in Appendix A.
The spin system is weakly coupled to a (phonon) reser-
voir at a temperature β−1. It is irradiated by a mi-
crowave field of frequency ωMW that couples with an
amplitude ω1 to the electron spins, via a Hamiltonian
HˆMW = ω1
∑
j Sˆ
x
j cos(ωMWt).
The full Hamiltonian of the system reads :
Hˆtotal = Hˆe + Hˆn + Hˆe–n + HˆR + HˆS–R + HˆMW , (3)
The term HˆR governs the dynamics of the reservoir and
HˆS–R contains the coupling of the spin system with the
reservoir. It would be a formidable task to describe this
system exactly, and one is thus forced to resort to certain
approximations.
A. Review of Lindblad approximation schemes
A natural approach is to treat separately fast and slow
time-scales in the full system: Hˆtotal = Hˆfast+Hˆslow, where
Hˆfast and Hˆslow will be specified later on. This allows us
to perform the weak-coupling approximation, leading to
an equation for the density matrix of the spin system in
a Lindblad form:23 the fast unitary dynamics due to Hˆfast
is treated exactly, while the contribution of Hˆslow is taken
into account perturbatively. Within this approximation,
one can obtain a further simplification by projecting the
Lindblad equation onto the eigenstates of Hˆfast. In this
basis, the density matrix of the spin system is always
diagonal and the dynamics reduces to a classical mas-
ter equation describing the evolution of the probabilities
of occupation of the eigenstates |n〉 of Hˆfast: Hˆslow only
determines the transition rates between pairs of eigen-
states |n〉 , |m〉 through matrix elements of all the local
operators Oˆ involved in Hˆslow, i.e. | 〈n| Oˆ |m〉 |2. Within
this approach, to take into account the time-dependent
microwaves, one resorts to the rotating-wave approxima-
tion,22 which amounts to neglecting rapidly oscillating
terms and thereby obtaining a static Hamiltonian in the
rotating frame.
Different schemes are obtained according to how Hˆtotal
3is split into Hˆfast and Hˆslow. Given that the coupling with
the reservoir and microwaves is always weak, a first pos-
sibility, discussed in [19,24,25], is to include in Hˆslow the
last three terms of (3). Although this already represents
a significant simplification of the original problem, one
still faces the non-trivial task of diagonalizing the inter-
acting Hamiltonian in (1) and computing the appropriate
matrix elements between its eigenstates. In the absence
of further simplifications, one is limited to the use of ex-
act diagonalization and small system sizes (maximum of
20 electron spins). This route was followed in [19].
A second approach26,27,29 consists in including into
Hˆslow not only the coupling with the reservoir and the
microwaves, but also all the interaction terms inside HˆS.
In this way, the eigenstates |n〉 become simply product
states of spins polarized along the direction of the mag-
netic field and, all the transition rates can be computed
analytically. The solution of the master equation can be
obtained with Monte Carlo simulations for much larger
system sizes. However, in order for this approach to be
efficient, all the rates have to be of the same order of
magnitude: this was successfully used in [26, 29] in the
presence of a single electron spin to model the process of
nuclear spin diffusion. Instead, when many electron spins
are considered, the presence of inhomogeneities and their
fast dynamics render this method inefficient. Moreover,
in the purpose of the present paper, we cannot entirely
follow this approach: indeed the product states have no
mixing and thus they do not capture the ergodicity prop-
erties of the DNP system. Nonetheless, inspired by this
approach, here we include the hyperfine interactions into
Hˆslow,
27 which is already an important simplification and
accounts for the ergodicity properties of the electron spin
system, found to be the most relevant to study the MBL
crossover.19
III. DNP IN THE LIMIT OF WEAK DIPOLAR
INTERACTIONS
Here, we propose a different approach that allows us to
deal with a large number of degrees of freedom (Ne up to
104). We treat perturbatively the hyperfine interaction
Hˆe–n, so that the eigenstates of the whole spin system
factorize as
|n〉 = |A〉 ⊗ |µ〉 (4)
with |A〉 an eigenstate of Hˆn and |µ〉 one of Hˆe. For
the nuclear system, given the negligible inhomogeneity
of the Larmor frequencies, it is treated as a perfectly
ergodic many-body system, which satisfies the eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis (ETH).
For the electron spins, in order to treat the competition
between dipolar interactions and inhomogeneous Larmor
frequencies, we resort to a strong simplification.
A. Simplified model for the electron spins: the free
fermion approximation
Let us replace the bosonic spin degrees of freedom with
spin-less fermions
Sˆxj →
cˆ†j + cˆj
2
, Sˆyj → −ı
cˆ†j − cˆj
2
, Sˆzj →
1
2
− cˆ†j cˆj . (5)
so that a value of Szj = ±1/2 corresponds to an empty
or occupied site j, respectively. The fermionic operators
satisfy the anti-commutation relation {cˆ†i , cˆj} = δij . For
a single-site j, this is an exact mapping, as it correctly
reproduces all the spin commutation relations. However,
for different sites, spins commute while fermions anti-
commute. This problem can be solved by a non-local
Jordan-Wigner tail to the fermions (upon defining an or-
der of the sites). In higher dimensions, while the intro-
duction of meandering Jordan-Wigner tails is in princi-
ple possible, such an exact mapping becomes impractical
and one is forced to make some approximations. Here,
we simply drop the Jordan-Wigner tail in order to ob-
tain a tractable model and make the substitutions (5) in
(2a). Since we are interested in qualitative aspects of the
model, we simplify even further by dropping interaction
terms, and restricting fermion hoppings to nearest neigh-
bors to obtain the following Hamiltonian (see Appendix
A for a detailed discussion):
HˆA =
∑
i
∆ic
†
i ci − t
∑
〈i,j〉
(
c†i cj + c
†
jci
)
+ ωe
∑
i
c†i ci, (6)
where the ∆i are uniformly distributed in the interval
[−w/2, w/2]. The hopping parameter t between near-
est neighbors parameterizes the strength of dipolar in-
teraction, as for instance, after our replacement (5)
Sˆ+j Sˆ
−
k → c†jck. Under standard DNP conditions for
trityl radicals, the external magnetic field of B = 3.35 T
is responsible for the “chemical potential” term with
ωe = 93.9× 2pi GHz and, via the g-factor anisotropy, for
the strength of the disorder characterized by the width
of its distribution, w ∼ 108 × 2pi MHz. The Hamilto-
nian (6) is simply the 3D-Anderson model. Its main
advantage is that it combines solvability with the pres-
ence of a localization transition at a critical value of the
ratio between disorder and hopping, which for a cubic ar-
ray of sites and box-distributed disorder takes the value
w/t = (16.536±0.007) [30]. This allows us to study qual-
itative features of the localization transition and their
effect on the driven steady state. Note that the alge-
braic tail of the dipolar interactions would translate into
algebraic hoppings, which are known to lead to delocal-
ization even in strong disorder.28 However, the associ-
ated dynamic time scale just grows exponentially with
disorder strength instead of truly diverging at a critical
disorder. Once this dynamic time scale exceeds the long
time scales associated with the driving and heat bath
coupling, it becomes irrelevant whether the internal dy-
4namics is genuinely localized or simply very slow. For
that reason the algebraic tails in the hopping do not seem
crucial to understand the properties of the steady state at
the disorder strength where the two time scales become
comparable. We therefore restrict ourselves to a short
range model with a sharp localization transition. This
allows us to take the limit of infinitely weak coupling to
the drive and the bath, and thereby obtain useful theo-
retical insight into the effects of incipient localization on
the driven steady state.
Before we proceed to analyze the driven dynamics of
this free-fermion model, let us comment about the sta-
tus of (6) and its validity in describing the original spin
system. Let us point out that we are not interested in
a quantitatively accurate description of the behavior of
the driven spin system. Our aim is rather to understand
how qualitative features of the localization transition en-
ter into properties of the steady state. In the extremely
localized limit (t→ 0), i.e. when the disorder dominates
over the dipolar interactions, the fermions correctly de-
scribe decoupled electron spins. For weak dipolar interac-
tions, a small hopping term can capture qualitatively the
perturbative regime. However, increasing the dipolar in-
teractions, the spins become more and more interacting
and undergo increasingly strong quantum fluctuations.
The corresponding increase of the hopping term in (6)
also leads to a larger localization length, however still
within a system of non-interacting fermions. This mere
delocalization effect is of course not equivalent to the
more complex interaction and fluctuation effects in the
spin model, as (6) can never describe an ergodic thermal
reservoir. Nevertheless, we take the fermionic model as
a useful, simplified but tractable toy model in which to
investigate the role played by the Anderson localization
transition and evaluating analogs of the correlation func-
tions that are relevant in the driven spin system. The
results from the fermionic study provide qualitative in-
sight on the crossover from MBL to ergodicity occurring
in the original spin model of Eq. (2a).
B. Diagonalization of the free-fermion Hamiltonian
To construct the eigenstates of (6), one introduces
the fermionic operators aα =
∑
i φ
∗
αici, or equivalently
ci =
∑
α φαiaα. The coefficients φαi describe the single-
particle wave-functions φα that correspond to the eigen-
vectors of the matrix
Mij =
{
ωi i = j,
−t i, j nearest neighbours, (7)
with eigenvalue α. They verify the orthogonality
and completeness relations, i.e.,
∑
i φ
∗
αiφβi = δαβ and∑
α φ
∗
αiφαj = δij . In terms of aα, a
†
β , one obtains the
diagonal Hamiltonian
HˆA =
Ne∑
α=1
αa
†
αaα. (8)
The many-body eigenstates of (8) can be written as
|µ〉 = |nµ1 , nµ2 , ..., nµNe〉 =
Ne∏
α=1
(a†α)
nµα |0〉 , (9)
where nµα ∈ {0, 1} is the occupation number of the single-
particle mode α in the many-body eigenstate |µ〉. Their
energy is given as Eµ =
∑
α n
µ
αα. This is a huge simpli-
fication as compared to the original spin problem, since
determining the many-body eigenstates of HˆA only re-
quires the numerical diagonalization of the matrix Mij in
(7), whose size grows linearly with the volume of the sys-
tem, in contrast to the exponential growth of the Hilbert
space of the spin model.
In our simulations, we consider a cubic lattice of lin-
ear size L, corresponding to Ne = L
3 spins in the orig-
inal model. Then, the Anderson transition occurs at
tc = w/16.5 ≈ (6.6 ± 0.2) (2piMHz). In Fig. 1, the den-
sity of states (DOS) ρ() = N−1e
∑
α δ( − α) is shown
for different values of t: this is a self-averaging quantity
which is not affected by the localization transition; for
large t, its shape is broader and smoother than the box
distribution obtained in the absence of hopping, i.e., in
the atomic limit.
C. Relaxation and microwave dynamics in the
free-fermion model
In the DNP protocol, the system is in contact with
a thermal bath at a temperature β−1 but driven to an
out-of-equilibrium stationary state by microwave irradi-
ation. Both bath and microwaves induce spin flips in the
system. Each flip causes transitions between two eigen-
states of the system, |n〉 and |m〉. The general expres-
sions for the corresponding transition rates were derived
in [18,19]. After the translation to fermions, a spin flip
at a given site corresponds to the injection or emission of
a fermion at that site. This is a rather artificial process,
however, since the drive injects or extracts fermions at
a sharply defined energy. To realize this physically one
would require a large fermionic reservoir with a very nar-
row energy filter. However, we remind the reader that
we consider the fermionic model primarily as a theoret-
ical toy model, with the main aim to study correlation
functions analogous to those arising in the more realistic
spin model.
Due to the factorization in (4), the state of the nu-
clear spins, |A〉 is unchanged in these processes. Using
(9), the matrix elements for spin raising or lowering op-
erators translate into single particle matrix elements for
fermionic creation or annihilation operators. The corre-
5sponding transition rates for processes due to bath cou-
pling or driving are then given by (see Appendix B 1 for
a brief derivation):
WBATHµ→ν =
∑
α
h(∆Eµν)
T1e
(| 〈µ| a†α |ν〉 |2 + | 〈µ| aα |ν〉 |2) ,
(10a)
WMWµ→ν =
∑
α
T2eω
2
1
(| 〈µ| a†α |ν〉 |2 + | 〈µ| aα |ν〉 |2)
1 + T 22e (|∆Eµν | − ωMW)2
.
(10b)
They govern the master equation describing the dynam-
ics of occupations of many body eigenstates. Here, the
function h() = eβ/(1 + eβ) assures the detailed bal-
ance characteristic of a thermal equilibrium at temper-
ature β−1. T1e and T2e are, respectively, the relaxation
and coherence times for the system of electron spins, and
∆Eµν = Eµ − Eν . Note that in order for these rates to
be non-vanishing, the states |µ〉 and |ν〉 have to differ in
one and only one single mode occupation nα. Therefore,
we only need to know the single-particle energies α to
obtain explicit expressions for the rates in (10). As a con-
sequence, in the absence of the hyperfine couplings, the
occupation dynamics of different single-particle modes α
decouple. Denoting by nˆα = a
†
αaα the occupation num-
ber operator for the mode α, we can obtain its stationary
expectation value as 〈nˆα〉t→∞ = (1+PB(α))/2, with the
bias
PB() =
[
1 + T 22e(− ωMW)2
]× tanh(β/2)
1 + T 22e(− ωMW)2 + 2ω21T1eT2e
. (11)
This expression coincides with that for the stationary po-
larization of a single-spin coupled to a bath and driven
by microwave irradiation, known as the Bloch equation.
From these biases one immediately obtains the expression
for the stationary occupation probability of any eigen-
state |µ〉 as
pstatµ =
1
2Ne
Ne∏
α=1
[1− (−1)nµαPB(α)]. (12)
D. Rates involving nuclear transitions
The hyperfine interactions Hˆe–n in (2c) induces two
types of transitions (see Appendix B 2 for the details):
a. A three-spin transition labelled ISS which is re-
sponsible for the cross-effect mechanism of hyperpolar-
ization. This transition involves the spin-flip of a nuclear
spin together with the flip-flop of two electron spins. In
our free-fermion model, the flip-flop transition can con-
nect eigenstates |µ〉 and |ν〉 only if they differ in the oc-
cupation number of two single-particle modes, as in the
93.80 93.85 93.90 93.95 94.00
e [2pi GHz]
0
2
4
6
8
10
ρ
(e
)
t = 1 [2pi MHz]
t = 5 [2pi MHz]
t = 8 [2pi MHz]
t = 14 [2pi MHz]
FIG. 1. Density of states of the 3D-Anderson model for a
system of linear size of L = 8 at constant disorder strength
w = 108(2piMHz) and for different values of the hopping pa-
rameter t = 1, 5, 8, 14 (2piMHz), corresponding to inverted
and regular triangles, squares and dots respectively.
example:
|A〉 × |0, 1︸︷︷︸
α
, 1, 0︸︷︷︸
β
〉 
 |B〉 × |0, 0︸︷︷︸
α
, 1, 1︸︷︷︸
β
〉 , (13)
where |A〉 and |B〉 are two eigenstates of Hˆn, whose fea-
tures will be specified later on. The rate of the process
in (13) involving the spin-flip of the nucleus j is
W ISS =
T2nA
2
j |φα,j |2|φβ,j |2| 〈|A|Iˆxj |B|〉 |2
1 + T 22n (|α − β | − ωn)2
, (14)
where T2n denotes the coherence time of a nuclear spin.
This channel becomes very efficient when the resonance
condition |α − β | ∼ ωn is matched.
b. A polarization-loss (PL) transition where a nu-
clear spin flip leaves the many-body fermionic state un-
changed:
|A〉 × |µ〉 
 |B〉 × |µ〉 (15)
for any fermionic eigenstate |µ〉. The rate of the process
in (15) induced by the operator Iˆxj writes:
W PL =
T2nA
2
j | 〈|A|Iˆxj |B|〉 |2
1 + T 22nω
2
n
[∑
α
|φα,j |2
(
nµα −
1
2
)]2
.
(16)
Note that this term is always off-resonant and therefore
its effect is rather weak as compared to the other tran-
sitions. In particular, dissipative processes that decrease
nuclear polarization are governed by the contact with the
bath, which leads to the leakage rate
W LEAKA→B =
Nn∑
p=1
h(∆EAB)
T1n
| 〈A| Iˆxp |B〉 |2 , (17)
6with h(x) defined below Eqs. (10) and T1n being the re-
laxation time of a nuclear spin due to contact with the
bath. These processes are typically more relevant than
W PL, as they affect all nuclei and not only those coupled
to electrons.
IV. INDUCING NUCLEAR
HYPERPOLARIZATION
Equations (10), (14), (16) and (17) define the rate
equations governing the occupation of the many-body
eigenstates of the free fermion model which mimicks the
spin system. The stationary state is given by the oc-
cupation probabilities pstatn , obtained as the eigenvector
associated with the vanishing eigenvalue of the transition
matrix
Tn,n′ = W
tot
n′→n − δn,n′
∑
m
W totn→m , (18)
where W totn′→n is the sum of all rates for processes taking
|n′〉 to |n〉. The size of this matrix is huge, as it scales
as 2Ne+Nn . However, the simple structure of many-body
eigenstates based on the factorization (4) and on the free-
fermion approximation allows in principle the use of a
Markov-chain Monte Carlo method with a complexity
that grows only linearly with the system size. However,
we will not pursue this strategy here, but leave it for
future studies.
In the following, we are interested in a situation as it
arises in DNP protocols with trityl radicals, for which
hyperfine couplings are weak. In such cases, the station-
ary state of the electron spins was empirically found to
be independent of the concentration of nuclear spins.31
This suggests that the occupation probability pA,µ of
having the nuclear spin system in the state |A〉 and the
fermions in the many-body eigenstate |µ〉 can be factor-
ized, pA,µ = pA × pµ. Then, in the limit of vanishing
hyperfine interaction, we can assume the electron system
to permanently remain in the stationary state, so that
we can replace pµ → pstatµ in (12). This allows us to trace
out the electron spin degrees of freedom and obtain a rate
equation for the nuclear spins only.
A. Stationary value of the nuclear polarization
In the presence of efficient nuclear dipolar interactions
(as usually given in experiments), we assume that sta-
tistical properties of nuclear many-body eigenstates are
completely characterized by global conserved quantities.
In the present case this is only the total energy of the
system of nuclear spins, Hˆn. Therefore, it suffices to de-
scribe the evolution of the total energy of the nuclear
system. For simplicity, we take the same hyperfine cou-
pling Aj = A0 in (2c) for all “core” nuclear spins that
are coupled to the electrons, and set Ap = 0 for all other
Parameters of electron spins
T1e (s) T2e (s) ωMW (2piGHz) ω1 (2pikHz)
1 10−6 93.86 25
Parameters of nuclear spins
T1n (s) T2n (s) ωn (2piMHz) A0 (2pikHz)
104 10−5 20 4.47
TABLE I. Microscopic parameters pertaining to a trytil sys-
tem in a magnetic field of B = 3.3 T (ωe = 93.9 2piGHz)
in contact with a thermal bath at temperature β−1 = 1.2
K and in the presence of microwave irradiation with ampli-
tude ω1. The hyperfine coupling is assumed small enough so
that the transitions involving nuclei are slower than the re-
laxation time T1e of electron spins: A
2
0/(ω
2
nT2n) . T−11e . This
justifies the approximation that the electron spins remain in
their steady state pµ ' pstatµ at all times. Stationary nuclear
polarizations only depend on A20T1n.
nuclei. Given that ωn is much larger than the typical
strength of dipolar coupling between nuclear spins, we
assume that dipolar interactions are strong enough to
render them ergodic, while contributing only a negligi-
ble broadening to the Zeeman gap ωn. In this limit, the
energy of a nuclear eigenstate |A〉 only depends on the
number of up/down spins: EA = (N
(A)
+ − N (A)− )ωn/2.
The total rate of transitions that lower the nuclear en-
ergy by ωn can be obtained as Ωemit =
∑
p Ωp(ωn), where
the function Ωj(ω) is derived in Appendix B 2 and reads
Ωp(ω) =
A2pT2n
4
∑
α,β
|φα,p|2|φβ,p|2 ×
[
PB(α)PB(β)
1 + T 22nω
2
+
+
(1 + PB(α))(1− PB(β))
1 + T 22n(ω + β − α)2
]
+
h(ω)
T1n
. (19)
Likewise the rate of transition for an absorption process
(that rises the energy of ωn) is Ωabs =
∑
p Ωp(−ωn). Note
that with this expression we also take into account the
contribution of nuclear spins not coupled to the electrons,
for which only the leakage part is present as Ap = 0.
Since the nuclear spins establish an equilibrium
with temperature β−1N among themselves, the bal-
ance of energy flows in the steady state requires that
exp(−βN ωn) = Ωabs/Ωemit, from which one deduces the
total magnetization
Pn = tanh
(
βN ωn
2
)
=
Ωemit − Ωabs
Ωemit + Ωabs
. (20)
An alternative derivation of this result including a non-
trivial broadening due to the interactions is presented
in appendix D using Srednicki’s ETH formula,32 for the
matrix elements of local operators in an ergodic system.
An important aspect is that the microscopic details
of the electron system determine the stationary nuclear
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Average nuclear polarization from
Eq. (20) with the overlap function from Eq. (21) (light blue
squares), contrasted with the result obtained by assuming
GOE-like electron wavefunctions (cf Eq. (23)) (blue trian-
gles). We have a total of Nn nuclei, of which Ne are coupled
to a fermion site in the 3D Anderson Model. The vertical
line identifies the known Anderson transition. The linear size
of the system was L = 18. Data are averaged over 60 real-
izations of the disorder and error bars indicate one standard
deviation.
polarization (20) only via the correlation function
K(, ′) = 1
Ne
∑
α,β,j
|φα,j |2|φβ,j |2δ(α − )δ(β − ′) ,
(21)
which measures the overlap between eigenvectors at en-
ergies  and ′. This correlator was discussed in detail
in [33] in the context of Anderson localization, where it
characterizes multifractality and the strong correlation in
the spatial support of wavefunctions with close energies.
Had we worked within the original spin model only, we
would have found that the relevant correlator appearing
in (19) is just the local spin-spin correlator Szp(ω)S
z
p(−ω).
Its behavior controls the nuclear spin polarization. Sim-
ilar correlators of local observables have also been pro-
posed as39 as a possible way to characterize multifractal-
ity in in many-body systems across the MBL crossover;
however, their quantitative analysis is problematic in
general, so we analyze instead the related corrrelator
np(ω)np(−ω) in the solvable single particle fermionic
model, that we believe to capture key qualitative ingre-
dients of the (single-particle) delocalization transition.
Using the above expression in (20), we obtain
Pn =
Ne
4
∫
dd′K(, ′) PB()−PB(′)
1+T 22n(−′+ωn)2
Ne
4
∫
dd′K(, ′) 1−PB(′)PB()
1+T 22n(−′+ωn)2 +
2Nn
A20T1nT2n
,
(22)
where we neglected the contribution from the polariza-
tion loss rate in (16), since it is subleading with respect
to the leakage term of Eq. (17). Indeed, while the po-
larization loss only affects Ne core nuclei, the leakage
affects all Nn nuclei: Under standard DNP conditions
Nn/Ne ' 103 a value that we will use in the following.
In Fig. 2, we show the behavior of the nuclear polar-
ization in (20) as a function of the hopping parameter t.
To elucidate the role played by localization, we compare
with the polarization one obtains by assuming electronic
single-particle eigenfunctions that are perfectly ergodic in
the whole volume. To do so, we keep the original values
of α’s but replace the wavefunctions φα,i obtained from
the diagonalization of M in (7), with those obtained from
the diagonalization of a matrix in the Gaussian orthogo-
nal ensemble (GOE). In this way, the DOS remains un-
changed, while the eigenstates are perfectly delocalized,
with |φαi|2 ≈ 1/Ne. This leads to a trivial correlator:
KGOE(, ′) = ρ()ρ(′) . (23)
Introducing this approximation in (22), we obtain a
monotonous behavior for the polarization, which we will
rationalize below.
As one should expect the two curves agree rather well
the deeply delocalized regime, t tc. However, at small
values of t, leakage is responsible for a strong suppres-
sion and the nuclear polarization vanishes as O(t2). As
we will explain in the next section, the nuclear polariza-
tion is suppressed both at small values of t  tc and
for t  tc. As a consequence, the nuclear polarization
reaches a maximal value at an intermediate value tmax
of the hopping. More precisely, we will argue that in
the proximity of the Anderson transition the polariza-
tion is particularly enhanced and thus the maximum oc-
curs close to the transition tmax ' tc. In Fig. 3, this
general behavior is confirmed for a broad range of mi-
crowave frequencies ωMW and nuclear Zeeman gaps ωn
(corresponding to different nuclear species).
V. BEHAVIOR OF THE NUCLEAR
POLARIZATION
A. Nuclear polarization away from criticality
To gain further understanding, we show in Fig. 4, the
interplay of the different rates entering the numerator
and denominator of (22). Note that in our regime of
parameters, the denominator is always dominated by the
leakage term. This suggests that the behavior of the
polarization can be understood qualitatively by focusing
on the numerator of (22). There, the contribution of the
ISS process is strongly peaked at the resonant condition
 − ′ ' ωn, which leads to the following approximate
formula for the polarization
Pn ' piA
2
0T1nNe
8Nn
∫
dK(, +ωn)(PB()−PB(+ωn)) .
(24)
In the delocalized region, we can use the GOE approxi-
mation, i.e. the form (23) of the correlator. The depen-
dence of the nuclear polarization on t then derives merely
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⇥2⇡<latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit>
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⇥2⇡<latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit>
⇥2⇡<latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVa7dZkRYwAKrmxALVN4yaM2grE=">AAADk3icbVLbbtNAEN3WXEq4tSCeeFlhVSpSFcUVEki8lFKJPFAoomkq4ihary fJKnuxdtdNoq3/glf4L/6GtR2hOGUkW6MzZ87MzkyScWZsp/Nnazu4c/fe/Z0HrYePHj95urv37NKoXFPoUcWVvkqIAc4k9CyzHK4yDUQkHPrJ7GMZ71+DNkzJC7vMYCjIRLIxo8R66EdsmQBzFGdstBt22p3K8G0nWjkhWtn5aG/bxKmiuQBpKSfGDKJOZoeOaMsoh6IV5wYyQmdkAgPvSuIrDV3VcoH3PZ LisdL+kxZX6HqGI8KYpUg8UxA7NZuxEvxfbJDb8buhYzLLLUhaFxrnHFuFy/fjlGmgli+9Q6hmvldMp0QTav2UWq1YwpwqIYhMXZxoUgyioYs5kRMOOIxuiiZjBrZi3IQRjnXF2mBMiag1ylYp4SViXbcoRi6MisJXTGEcKzF3/gcTMvLMRC2c34xc4rN+UXHWFbvdWrDW8XwLC1uJFbVY15Qk973KXBtbRr jfulTN1Xy98GKQc9DXwifsr2fkklGVNnfpyodgkwFtwjk1TWDB7cL6CXpJA1YQJstVuw+aEY6/EK3V/F/Mb7EMHpyyCbPm8HPZ5+EnDTB73UzwZxptHuVt5/KoHXXa0bc34fHJ6mB30Ev0Ch2gCL1Fx6iLzlEPUSTRT/QL/Q5eBO+Dk+C0pm5vrXKeo4YFZ38BZbcuCw==</latexit>
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Average polarization obtained from Eq. (20) as a function of the hopping parameter t. The maximal
polarization is always obtained close to the localization transition, t ≈ tc. (left) Different values of the microwave frequency
ωMW (shifting in steps of 10 × 2pi MHz towards the center of the disorder distribution at ωe = 93.9 × 2pi GHz), with fixed
ωn = 20×2pi MHz. (right) Different values of ωn, corresponding to different nuclear spin species, fixing ωMW = 93.86×2pi GHz.
For both plots, the vertical line identifies the known Anderson transition in the undriven system, assuming a fixed width of the
box distribution of disorder, w = 108(2piMHz). The linear size of the system was L = 18. Each data point was obtained by
averaging over 60 realizations of disorder. The error bars correspond to one standard deviation.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison between the different (nor-
malized) rates appearing in (22), as a function of t: The differ-
ence of emission and absorption rates in the numerator (dark
blue triangles) and their sum (the first term in the denomina-
tor), corresponding to the ISS processes (light blue squares)
from the broadening of the DOS induced by the hopping.
In Fig. 5, we show that the nuclear polarization obtained
from (24), depends on the shift between the center of the
irradiation frequency ωMW and the center of the DOS,
ωe. Upon increasing t beyond the disorder level w, the
density of electronic states is broadened. This has two
effects (see Fig. 1): On the one hand, the total integrand
becomes increasingly odd around ωMW−ωn, which tends
to suppress the integral. On the other hand the density
of states itself decreases as ρ() ' O(t−1). This large-t
depletion is independent of localization phenomena and
 e   MW
( MW    n)
FIG. 5. (Color online) Sketch of the factors in the integrand of
(24): PB()−PB(+ωn) (black) and the product of two DOS
ρ()ρ(+ωn) (blue) (The normalization is adjusted to produce
a clear plot). The stationary polarization in the GOE approx-
imation PGOEn is obtained as the integral over the domain
where the product of the two DOS does not vanish. Upon
increasing t, the DOS broadens and the integration window
becomes larger. Accordingly PGOEn decreases, both because
the total integrand gets closer to being odd and because of
the decreasing magnitude of the DOS ρ() in the bulk.
is at play mostly as long as t & w, that is, well into
the ergodic phase. A similar phenomenon was already
discussed in [19].
The localized regime and critical regimes are more in-
teresting. Indeed, the eigenfunction correlator K(, ′) is
affected by the onset of localization. To explain quali-
tatively its behavior, we remark that in the presence of
a flat disorder distribution, as considered here, it essen-
9tially depends on the energy difference only, as
K(, + ω) ' ρ(0)−1K(ω) , K(ω) =
∫
d K(, + ω) .
(25)
where ρ(0)−1 ' max(t, w) is the bandwidth of the DOS.
As one can check explicitly from (21), it must satisfy the
sum rule ∫
dωK(ω) = 1 . (26)
To proceed further, it is convenient to define the inverse
participation ratio (IPR) of single particle wavefunctions
as
I2 =
1
Ne
∑
α,j
|φα,j |4 . (27)
Once localization has set in, single-particle eigenstates
have a support over a finite number of lattice sites whose
number can be measured by I−12 . Then, the overlap func-
tion K(ω) becomes singular at small ω, i.e.
K(ω) = δ(ω)I2 + non-singular contributions. (28)
Since at small t, the sum rule (26) is almost saturated by
I2 at ω = 0, K(ω) for ω ' ωn is strongly suppressed. This
expresses the simple fact, that at small hopping ampli-
tude wavefunctions with an energy difference exceeding t
are very unlikely to overlap in space. As a consequence,
the number of ISS processes is strongly reduced once the
transition is crossed. The total polarization is found to
scale as O(t2), as we will explain below. In the next sub-
section, we discuss the features of K(ω) that are reflected
in the stationary nuclear polarization, especially close to
the transition.
B. Enhancement of nuclear polarization from
multifractality at the localization transition
In the previous section, we observed that, in general,
the stationary nuclear polarization is expected to decay
both at t  tc and t  tc, thus reaching a maximum
at an intermediate value tmax. We now argue that, for a
broad range of frequencies ωn, this value tmax is close to tc,
meaning that a maximal nuclear polarization is achieved
by tuning the electronic system close to the Anderson
transition. We had reported a similar effect for interact-
ing spins in previous work on very small systems.19 Here,
however, we can reach a much deeper understanding of
the role played by the localization transition.
For simplicity, we assume that T1n and T2n are such
that i) the leakage in (17) dominates the denominator of
(22) and ii) the integrand of (22) is dominated by the
contributions at − ′ ' ωn. Then, we can write
Pn ' C(ωn)× PGOEn (29)
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Eigenfunction correlation function
C(ωn) defined in Eq. (30) as a function of the hopping
strength t for small values of the nuclear Zeeman energy
ωn = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (2pi MHz). This overlap function controls
the nuclear polarization in the localized regime. It peaks very
close to the Anderson transition. The linear size of the system
was L = 20 and each point of the hopping was obtained by
averaging over 10 realizations of the Anderson Hamiltonian
in Eq. (6).
where we rescaled the overlap function by the DOS, set-
ting
C(ω) =
K(ω)∫
dρ()ρ(+ ω)
. (30)
From (29), it is clear that PGOEn is responsible for the
decay at large t/w, through the broadening of the DOS.
In contrast, the function C(ωn) controls the suppression
at small t. Indeed, at small values of t/ωn, t/w  1,
we can use perturbation theory for the wavefunctions.
The overlap of non-resonant wavefunctions centered on
nearest neighbors then scales as t, the square of which
dominates K(ω). This immediately yields the quadratic
behavior C(ωn) ' t2/ω2n.
To understand qualitatively the behaviour of C(ω)
close to the transition, t ' tc, we remark that, in the
localized phase t < tc, the eigenfunctions φαj decay ex-
ponentially on a scale ξloc(t), known as the localization
length. Similarly, in the delocalized phase, one can in-
troduce a correlation length characterizing the eigenfunc-
tions, ξdel(t). Approaching the critical point t→ tc, from
the two sides, these lengths diverge. From the two sides,
we define a length scale
ξ(t) ≡
{
ξloc(t) t < tc ,
ξdel(t) t > tc
∝ |t− tc|−ν , (31)
where the critical exponent ν has been introduced. Inside
the critical volume Vξ ≡ ξ(t)d (d = 3 being the spatial
dimension) the statistics of eigenfunctions is governed by
multifractality. It is reflected in the inverse participation
10
ratio34
I2 '
{
ξ(t)−d2 t 6= tc,
N
−d2/d
e t = tc.
(32)
For the Anderson model in d = 3, we have d2 ≈ 1.44 and
ν ∼ 1.57130,33. Multifractality also affects the frequency
dependence of the overlap function, which is governed by
the same fractal dimension d2 as I2
38, via an exponent
µ = 1 − d2/d ≈ 0.52. Slightly on the delocalized side,
t > tc, the overlap function behaves as
C(ω) '
{(
t
∆ξ
)µ
∼ ξd−d2 , ω  ∆ξ,(
t
ω
)µ
, ∆ξ  ω  2t.
(33)
where ∆ξ = (ξ(t)
dρ(0))−1 denotes the mean level spacing
in the correlation volume. An analogous critical behav-
ior holds for t . tc, where ∆ξ simply has to replaced by
the mean-level spacing in the localization volume. The
power-law decay at intermediate values of ω reflects crit-
ical behavior, known as Chalker-Daniell scaling36,37.
A thorough numerical study of the overlap function in
the 3D Anderson model was performed in [33] confirming
the validity of (33). For ω  ∆ξ, the support of the two
eigenfunctions are very similar and therefore the over-
lap function is essentially the same as the self-overlap,
given by the localization volume ξd × I2. For ω of the
order of the Fermi energy, ω  2t, one leaves the critical
energy region where multifractality is relevant and en-
ters a regime where overlaps happen on sites where one
wave function can be treated perturbatively. This leads
back to the quadratic behavior C(ω) ∼ (t/ω)2 described
above.
Let us come back to the nuclear polarization, which is
approximately given by (29). The expression is partic-
ularly interesting for the case of small nuclear Zeeman
energies ωn < t, where the stationary nuclear polariza-
tion senses the critical behavior of C(ω) in (33). Indeed
we find
Pn
PGOEn
' C(ωn) '
(
t
max(ωn,∆ξ)
)µ
, (34)
which displays a distinct peak around t ' tc, with a width
δt ' ω1/dνn . In the limit of small ωn, i.e., for nuclear
spins with tiny magnetic moments, the peak becomes
increasingly sharp and high, the enhancement being a
direct consequence of critical, multifractal scaling.
A quantitative confirmation of the above scaling for the
nuclear polarization is difficult numerically, since mul-
tifractality becomes visible only for large system sizes,
which are beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless,
in the data shown in Fig. 6, it is clearly visible that the
maximum in the overlap function C(ωn) appears close to
t ' tc, and increases with decreasing ωn.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have presented a simplified approach
to the dynamics of electron spins and the transfer of po-
larization to nuclear spins in the DNP protocol. It is
based on an approximate mapping to the free-fermion
3D Anderson model, for which we can obtain exact re-
sults regarding the driven steady state in large systems.
As the free fermion model is integrable, it fails to accu-
rately describe the spin-temperature regime of an ergodic
spin system. However, it exhibits a well-studied Ander-
son transition, which allows us to investigate the influ-
ence of localization phenomena on the stationary nuclear
polarization. Remarkably, in a broad range of physical
parameters relevant for DNP experiments, the optimal
nuclear polarization is reached close to the localization
transition. This agrees with the results obtained in [19]
for much smaller, but interacting systems.
However, here we reach an additional non-trivial pre-
diction: the critical scaling close to the localization tran-
sition, in particular the multifractal correlations of exci-
tations close in energy, can further improve the efficiency
of nuclear polarization, provided that the nuclear Zee-
man energy ωn is smaller than the hopping amplitude
t. We conjecture that a similar multifractal enhance-
ment occurs in the real many-body problem of driven
electronic spins. Instead of the density-density correla-
tor, it is the local spin–spin correlator which is relevant
there. Recent work 39 has indeed shown that a similar
power law enhancement arises at low frequencies when
the overlap function is generalized to the appropriate ma-
trix element of local operators. This effect should come
into play when the dipolar interaction J between nearest
neighbor electronic spins (the analogue of t in the present
work) exceeds the nuclear Zeeman energy ωn.
To be able to profit of such an enhancement at the
many-body localization crossover, the dilution of elec-
tronic spins has to be tuned such that w/J reaches its
critical value (typically of order about O(20) in d = 3
dimensions), where w = Bδ(gµe) is the inhomogeneous
broadening of the electronic Zeeman energy. Multifrac-
tal enhancement should then become relevant for ISS
processes if the nuclei have magnetic moments smaller
than δ(gµe)/(w/J)c. In practice this requires either fairly
small nuclear moments, or a dipolar material with a large
variation of electronic magnetic moments. The latter
could be achieved e.g. by materials with a substantial
local variation of Lande´ factors or strong internal fields.
The above result suggests that DNP could in fact
be used as a diagnostic tool to investigate localization
physics, especially if it is probed by nuclear spins with
small magnetic moments.
Our work opens several interesting directions: while
here the dynamics of electron spins was frozen to their
stationary state due to negligible influence from the nu-
clei, it is interesting to explore different regimes, where
the effect of the nuclei on the electron spins must be
taken into account. In particular, one might consider
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that for sufficiently strong hyperfine interactions, an er-
godic system of nuclei leads to the delocalization of the
electron spins. As we mentioned, this situation can be
approached within our framework by means of a Monte-
carlo simulation, which will be analyzed in a forthcom-
ing publication. However, opposite scenarii could arise
as well, where strong hyperfine coupling creates electro-
nuclear complexes that behave more classically and thus
are more localized than the electronic system without
hyperfine couplings.
Finally, in this work, we have assumed nuclear spins
to be a perfectly ergodic system, supposing that nuclear
spin diffusion occurs on a time scale that is much faster
than all other nuclear processes. Extending our approach
to include a finite nuclear spin-diffusion time is a chal-
lenging direction, which requires a more sophisticated ap-
proach and will be addressed in future research.
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Appendix A: Diagonalization of the 3D - Anderson model
The starting point for the free fermions model for the electron spins is the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2a), including the
term that accounts for the dipolar interactions :
Hˆ(dip)e =
∑
i<j
∑
`=x,y,z
DijSˆ
`
i Sˆ
`
j , (A1)
which is analogous to the dipolar coupling between nuclear pairs of spins. The exact form of those dipolar couplings
between two spins Sˆi, Sˆj with respective gyromagnetic ratios γi, γj - being γe for an electron spin and γn for a nuclear
one - reads :
Dij =
µ0γ1γ2
16pi|rij |3 (1− 3 cos
2 θij) , (A2)
with rij the vector connecting the two spins and θij the angle that this vector forms with the external magnetic field.
Note that the expression in Eq (A2) varies strongly from pair to pair.
At this point one performs the spin-to-fermion transformation given in Eq. (5), which results in a quadratic fermionic
Hamiltonian
HˆFerm =
∑
i,j
c†iMijcj ,with Mij = ωjδij +Dij , (A3)
after a constant shift of the energy and the Larmor frequencies ωj of ωe with respect to zero. Apart from dropping the
Jordan-Wigner tails, we have neglected the interaction term arising from the dipolar coupling, and have retained the
hopping term only. We further retain a constant hopping term between nearest neighbors assuming Dij = −tδi±1,j in
Eq. (A3), which finally leads to the 3D-Anderson model introduced in (6). Numerical diagonalization of the matrix
Mij is performed and we denote φαi as a single-particle eigen-function, i.e. an eigenvector of the matrix Mij with
eigenvalue α. We can then define creation/annihilation operators for those eigenstates, aα =
∑
i φ
∗
αici, or equivalently
ci =
∑
α φαiaα. The Hamiltonian (A3) thus becomes
Hˆferm =
∑
i,j
∑
αβ
αc
†
iφαiδαβφ
∗
βjcj =
∑
α
αa
†
αaα . (A4)
The eigenfunctions are normalized and satisfy the orthogonality relations
∑
i φ
∗
αiφβi = δαβ .
Appendix B: Microscopic derivation of the transition rates
1. Lattice and microwave-induced rates for the free fermions
The explicit expressions for the transition rates induced by the reservoir and the microwaves can be obtained making
several assumptions: We consider on the one hand that the lattice modes couple to local electronic spins only. This
means that they can induce spin flips respecting detailed balance at the temperature of the phonon bath β−1. The
rates for a spin system were derived in [18]. We can perform the spin-to-fermion substitution in (5)
W bathµ→ν =
Ne∑
j=1
`=x,y
2
h(∆Eµν)
T1e
| 〈µ| Sˆ`j |ν〉 |2 =
Ne∑
j=1
`=+,−
2
h(∆Eµν)
T1e
| 〈µ| Sˆ`j |ν〉 |2 =⇒
W bathµ→ν =
Ne∑
j=1
h(∆Eµν)
T1e
(
| 〈µ| c†j |ν〉 |2 + | 〈µ| cj |ν〉 |2
)
=
∑
α
h(∆Eµν)
T1e
(| 〈µ| c†α |ν〉 |2 + | 〈µ| cα |ν〉 |2) . (B1)
The function h() = eβ/(1+eβ) assures the Gibbs equilibrium at temperature β−1 when the system is not irradiated;
T1e is the typical time that the bath takes to induce a spin flip in the system and ∆Eµν = Eµ − Eν .
On the other hand, the system is being irradiated with the microwave field HˆMW = ω1
∑
j Sˆ
x
j cos(ωMWt). This
Hamiltonian is time-dependent, but one can perform the rotating-wave approximation that neglects the fast-oscillating
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terms. In [18] the following rate for the microwave-induced transitions was obtained as :
WMWµ→ν =
4ω21T2e
1 + T 22e(|∆Eµν | − ωMW)2
| 〈µ|
Ne∑
j=1
Sˆxj |ν〉 |2 . (B2)
Then one performs again the spin-to-fermion substitution in equation (5).
WMWµ→ν =
ω21T2e
1 + T 22e(|∆Eµν | − ωMW)2
| 〈µ|
Ne∑
j=1
(
c†j + cj
)
|ν〉 |2 =
∑
α
T2eω
2
1 |Aα|2
1 + T 22e(|∆Eµν | − ωMW)2
| 〈µ| a†α + aα |ν〉 |2 , (B3)
with Aα =
∑
i φα,i. Note that the rate of bath induced transitions (B1) is given by the sum of independent single
spin flips, unlike microwaves which act simultaneously on the total spin
∑
j Sˆj . As a consequence, the microwave
intensity ω1 is renormalized to ω1|Aα|. In the absence of interactions it is easy to check that |Aα| = 1. In the regime
where (5) is well justified, the hopping term Dij  ωj , so that Aα ' 1; for larger values of the hopping term, Aα
exhibit unphysical fluctuations (although on average over α it remains true that 〈A2 〉α = 1): this is a manifestation
of the breaking of the na¨ıve spins-to-free fermions stated in (5). Consistently with our assumptions of weak dipolar
coupling, we set from now on |Aα| = 1.
2. Hyperfine-induced rates: a single nuclear spin
We are now interested in computing the transition rates induced by the presence of a single nuclear spin (labeled
by the index p) weakly coupled to the electron spin at site j. We thus take the Hamiltonian in (2c), which induces
on the one hand a nuclear spin flip iz → i¯z and, on the other hand - due to the fact that expectation values of the
local Sˆzj operators are no longer conserved quantities - a change on the fermionic eigenstate.
Wizµ→i¯zν =
T2n
1 + T 22n (2izωn + Eµ − Eν)2
| 〈µ, iz| Hˆe–n |ν, i¯z〉 |2
=
T2nA
2
jp
1 + T 22n (2izωn + Eµ − Eν)2
| 〈µ, iz| Iˆx
(
c†jcj − 1/2
)
|ν, i¯z〉 |2
=
T2nA
2
jp
1 + T 22n (2izωn + Eµ − Eν)2
| 〈µ|
(
c†jcj − 1/2
)
|ν〉 |2 | 〈iz| Iˆx |¯iz〉 |2
=
T2nA
2
jp/4
1 + T 22n (2izωn + Eµ − Eν)2
| 〈µ|
(
c†jcj − 1/2
)
|ν〉 |2 , (B4)
The only matrix element that requires a little care to compute is:
〈µ|
(
c†jcj −
1
2
)
|ν〉 =
∑
αβ
φ∗α,jφβ,j 〈µ|
(
a†αaβ −
δα,β
2
)
|ν〉 =
=
∑
α
δµ,ν |φα,j |2
(
nνα −
1
2
)
+
∑
α,β 6=α
φ∗α,jφβ,j(1− nνα)nνβnµα(1− nµβ)
∏
γ 6=α,β
δnνγn
µ
γ
. (B5)
As we see, the total number of fermions is conserved. Two transitions are induced:
• A polarization-loss transition which flips only the nuclear spin and leaves the fermionic eigenstate unchanged.
The rate of this process is:
W leakizµ→i¯zµ =
T2nA
2
jp
1 + T 22nω
2
n
∑
α,β
|φα,j |2|φβ,j |2
(
nµα −
1
2
)(
nµβ −
1
2
)
≡ T2nA
2
jp
1 + T 22nω
2
n
[∑
α
|φα,j |2
(
nµα −
1
2
)]2
, (B6)
• An ISS transition which flips the nuclear spin exchanges the occupation number of two single particle fermionic
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modes (one being empty and the other full and vice-versa). The corresponding rate writes :
W ISSizµ→i¯zν 6=µ =
T2nA
2
jp
1 + T 22n (2izωn + Eµ − Eν)2
∑
α,β 6=α
|φα,j |2|φβ,j |2(1− nνα)nνβnµα(1− nµβ)
∏
γ 6=α,β
δnνγn
µ
γ
. (B7)
Appendix C: Derivation of the nuclear polarization in the absence of nuclear dipolar interactions
For the sake of simplicity we restrict the hyperfine interactions to Ajp = Ajδjp. Thus, in absence of nuclear dipolar
interactions, a nucleus hyperpolarizes only in proximity of an electron spin j. Thus we can write the following master
equation:
p˙jiz,µ =
∑
ν
(
pj
i¯z,ν
W j
i¯zν→izµ − p
j
iz,µ
W j
izµ→i¯zν
)
+
∑
ν
(
pjiz,νW
j
izν→izµ − pjiz,µ ,W jizµ→izν
)
, (C1)
where pjiz,µ is the probability of having the nucleus in proximity to the electron j in the state iz and the fermions in
the many-body eigenstate |µ〉. By summing over the possible electron states |µ〉, we obtain the probability for the
nucleus to be in the state iz: p
j
iz
=
∑
µ p
j
iz,µ
. The second sum in Eq. (C1) contains only transitions which do not
change the state of the nucleus and are eliminated by the sum over |µ〉. Then we have:
p˙jiz =
∑
µν
(
pj
i¯z,ν
W j
i¯zν→izµ − p
j
iz,µ
W j
izµ→i¯zν
)
=
∑
µν
(
pj
i¯z,µ
W j
i¯zµ→izν − p
j
iz,µ
W j
izµ→i¯zν
)
. (C2)
To find the stationary state, we set p˙jiz = 0 and make the additional assumption -well justified for trityl electron
radicals- that the dynamics of the nucleus does not affect the electron stationary state: this suggests the factorization
pjiz,µ = p
j
iz
× pµ, where pµ is the probability of the fermions being in the many-body eigenstate |µ〉. Let us define the
transition rate W j
iz→i¯z =
∑
µ,ν pµW
j
izµ→i¯zν ≡ Ωj(2izωn), which is given by
Ωj(ω) =
∑
µ,ν
A2jT2npµ
1 + T 22n (ω + Eµ − Eν)2
∑
α,β
|φα,j |2|φβ,j |2
δµν (nνα − 12
)(
nνβ −
1
2
)
+ (1− nνα)nνβnµα(1− nµβ)
∏
γ 6=α,β
δnνγn
µ
γ
 .
(C3)
It is convenient to replace the single-particle occupation numbers of a given many-body eigenstate with the polarization
of the original spin model, namely Pµα = 2n
µ
α − 1 (which is either ±1) :
Ωj(ω) =
A2jT2n
4
∑
α,β
|φα,j |2|φβ,j |2
∑
µ
pµ
[
(Pµα )
2δα,β + P
µ
αP
µ
β (1− δα,β)
1 + T 22nω
2
+
(1 + Pµα )(1− Pµβ )
1 + T 22n (ω + α − β)2
]
. (C4)
The first term represents the polarization-loss and the second one represents the ISS transition and involves the
hopping of a fermion from the single-particle mode α to the single-particle mode β (two spin flip-flop), thus the
difference of energy reduces to ∆Eµν = α − β . In the stationary state pµ → pstµ ,
∑
µ p
st
µ P
µ
α = PB(α) and∑
µ p
st
µ P
µ
αP
µ
β = PB(α)PB(β) for α 6= β, where PB(α) is the Bloch polarization defined in equation (11). We
finally obtain :
Ωj(ω) =
A2jT2n
4
∑
α,β
|φα,j |2|φβ,j |2 ×
[
δα,β + PB(α)PB(β)(1− δα,β)
1 + T 22nω
2
+
(1 + PB(α))(1− PB(β))(1− δα,β)
1 + T 22n(ω + β − α)2
]
, (C5)
which has been simplified to yield Eq. (19) by removing the vanishing contribution of the δαβ terms.
We obtain that the total rate for the transition of the j-th nucleus |↓〉 → |↑〉 reads
W j↓→↑ ≡
∑
µ,ν
pstatµ W
j
(↓,µ→↑,ν) = Ωj(ωn) . (C6)
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Similarly, one obtains W j↓→↑ = Ωj(−ωn). In this way, we obtain the stationary polarization for the nucleus as:
P jn =
P↑ − P↓
P↑ + P↓
=
Ωj(ωn)− Ωj(−ωn)
Ωj(ωn) + Ωj(−ωn) =
∑
αβ
|φα,j |2|φβ,j |2 × Pβ−Pα1+T 22n(β−α+ωn)2∑
αβ
|φα,j |2|φβ,j |2
(
PαPβ
1+T 22nω
2
n
+
1−PαPβ
1+T 22n(β−α+ωn)2
) . (C7)
Appendix D: Derivation of the nuclear polarization for nuclei in the ETH phase
Here we want to compute the nuclear polarization of a strongly dipolar-interacting system of nuclear spins. In
this case, the only conserved quantities are the total energy and the total magnetization of the nuclear spins. This
corresponds to the regime of Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH). According to this hypothesis, we can
assume that the matrix element of the local operator Iˆxp between two nuclear eigenstates labeled by |A〉 and |B〉 takes
the form
〈A| Iˆxp |B〉 = e−S(EAB)/2f(EAB ,∆EAB)RAB (D1)
where EAB = (EA + EB)/2, S(E) is the entropy and RAB contains all the fluctuations, being Gaussian random
variables with zero average and unit variance. In the following, we set R2AB = 1 for simplicity. As before, we now
want now to compute the probability for the nuclear system to be at a given energy E. We define
p(E) = e−S(E)
∑
A|EA=E
pA = e
−S(E) ∑
A|EA=E
∑
µ
pA,µ (D2)
and again we make the assumption pA,µ = pA pµ. We can perform a semi-classical integration that leads us to:
p˙(E) = e−S(E)
∫
dE′
∑
A|EA=E
B|EB=E′
∑
µ,ν
(pBpµW(µ,B)→(ν,A) − pApµW(µ,A)→(ν,B)) =
= e−S(E)
∑
j
∫
dE′
∑
A|EA=E
B|EB=E′
| 〈A| Iqx |B〉 |2(pBΩj(−∆EAB)− pAΩj(∆EAB)) =
= e−S(E)
∑
j
∫
dω
∑
A|EA=E
B|EB=E+ω
e−S(E+ω/2)f(E + ω/2, ω)2(pBΩj(−ω)− pAΩj(ω)) =
=
∑
j
∫
dωeS(E+ω)−S(E+ω/2)f(E + ω/2, ω)2 (p(E + ω)Ωj(−ω)− p(E)Ωj(ω)) (D3)
In order to fix the function f(E,ω), we compute the two-point correlation for an arbitrary observable Oˆ = OˆD + δOˆ
where OˆD is the diagonal component. We have
1
Z
Tr[e−βHδOˆ(t)δOˆ(0)] =
∑
µ,ν
e−βEµei(Eµ−Eν)t | 〈µ| δOˆ |ν〉 |2 =
=
∑
µ,ν
e−βEµei(Eµ−Eν)te−S(E)|f(E,ω)|2R2µν ' ∫ dEe−βE+βω/2+S(E) ∫ dω|f(E,ω)|2eiωt ' ∫ dω|f(Eβ , ω)|2e(β/2+it)ω
(D4)
Applying this formula to the specific case δOˆ = Iˆqx we have∫
dω|f(E,ω)|2e(β/2+it)ω = 1
Z
Tr[e−βN (E)HN Iqx(t)I
q
x] (D5)
where HN is the Hamiltonian of the nuclear system (including the dipolar interactions), and E is the average en-
ergy associated with the temperature βN (E)
−1: Z−1 Tr[e−βN (E)HˆN HˆN ] = E. In this way the function f(E,ω) is
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simply connected to the Fourier-transform of the two-point correlation function of the Iqx operator. Note that such a
correlation function can be accessed experimentally in the linear response regime.
As E is a macroscopic energy, we can approximate S(E + ω/2) ' S(E) + S′(E)ω/2, with S′(E) = βN (E) and we
arrive at
p˙(E) =
∑
j
∫
dωeβN (E)ω/2|f(E,ω)|2(p(E + ω)Ωj(−ω)− p(E)Ωj(ω)) (D6)
This equation is valid for an arbitrary nuclear system under the hypothesis of ETH, i.e. Eq. (D1) and only requires
the knowledge of f(E,ω). If we now assume that the dipolar coupling between nuclear spins is sufficient to establish
an ETH, but negligible with respect to their Zeeman gap ωn, we can estimate f(E,ω) from the correlation function
computed in absence of interactions
1
Z
Tr[e−βN (E)HN Iqx(t)I
q
x] =
cosh((βN (E) + it)ωn/2)
cosh(βN (E)ωn/2)
⇒ |f(E,ω)|2 = δ(ω − ωn) + δ(ω + ωn)
2 cosh(βN (E)ωn/2)
(D7)
which is peaked around the frequencies ±ωn. Here, we have associated to the microcanonical energy E the corre-
sponding canonical βN (E) using
E =
∫
dE′ p(E′)E′ =
Nnωn tanh(βN (E)ωn/2)
2
(D8)
Injecting (D7) in (D6), we can now look for the stationary solution of (D6) (i.e. p˙(E) = 0), which requires
p(E + ωn)
p(E)
=
∑
j Ωj(ωn)∑
j Ωj(−ωn)
⇒ Pn =
∑
j
Ωj(ωn)− Ωj(−ωn)∑
j
Ωj(ωn) + Ωj(−ωn) (D9)
which we quoted in Eq. (20) of the main text.
A simpler way to derive this result in this approximation would be to assume that the eigenstates |A〉 of the nuclear
Hamiltonian with a given number N+ of spins up take the form
|A〉 = 1
(N+)1/2
N+∑
s=1
cAs |s〉 , N+ =
(
Nn
N+
)
(D10)
where the sum over s runs over all the N+ factorized configurations with N+ spins up and cAs are random coefficients
with zero average and variance 1 and for simplicity we set (cAs )
2 = 1. Then, one can explicitly compute the matrix
element in (D1) which is non-vanishing only when N+A = N
+
B ± 1. This leads to the master equation in the limit of
large Nn:
p˙(E) =
N+
Nn
∑
j
[p(E + ωn)Ωj(ωn)− p(E)Ωj(−ωn)] +
(
1− N+
Nn
)∑
j
[p(E − ωn)Ωj(−ωn)− p(E)Ωj(ωn)] (D11)
which is equivalent to (D7) and (D6) once one uses that in equilibrium at temperature βN (E)
−1, the ratio N+/Nn is
(1 + tanh(βN (E)ωn/2))/2.
